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Inner Spiritual Center Proudly Presents
HEALING VOICE - KRISZTINA NEMETH- JUNE 2018

June 16th 10- 4 pm Healing Voice Workshop - $130.00Pizza and Salad lunch included (or bring your own)
No Singing background required or needed to learn and understand the healing properties of sound
vibration for yourself or others.
Krisztina writes: . It is said that our body is made up with 60 trillion cells, and each cell has
different vibration depending on its role. As you may know, vibrations emit sounds. Needless to say, they
are the sound that we cannot hear, though, we can say that all cells and organs emit sounds as well.
As a matter of fact, when a malfunction occurs in the body, that is when the body is unbalanced, and so
the vibrations within the body are not in harmony. In other words, I would say, when it is non-resonant,
the malfunction occurs in the body. In fact, beautiful symphony is always being played in our body. When
the vibration part of the symphony within our body is collapsed, body becomes disordered. In order to
remedy such a condition, we give the correct or right vibration to such disordered body, then it will be
corrected to the shape that it should be originally. During workshops the following topics will be
addressed: “Ring” Breathing, Vibration, Energy, Frequencies,Your voice and the voice of the Spiritual
World, The sound that changes your frequency,Heal yourself through the voice, Elements of sensitivity
and mediumship. Attention, this is not a voice workshop.

June 17 10:30 am – Krisztina will be joining us for our weekly Service
June 17th 1:00-3:00 pm- DEMONSTRATION of HEALING VOICE – 1-3 pm $25.00
In this Demonstration of Healing Voice, Krisztina will introduce and explain this process and the toning
that the Spirit World uses through her voice to produce the healing vibration. The Demonstration of the
healing voice should be felt by all present and at times she may direct her voice directly to individuals.
After this portion, there will be a question and answer period with Krisztina.

June 19-20- Private Sittings with Krisztina and Healing Voice available. $120.00
CD recording of session – 45 minutes each- Wayne location for private sessions
Without preliminary interviews Krisztina directs her mediumistic singing at the person for about 30 min; at
the end she gives the person all the information she has received during the sitting.
Payment for private sessions is required at time of booking

SIGN UP AND RESERVE YOUR SPACE TODAY BY PAYING DIRECTLY THROUGH OUR WEBSITE

KRISZTINA NEMETH
HEALING VOICE - -A form of Spiritual Healing
What is Healing Voice?
It is mediumistic healing singing through Krisztina Nemeth’s
operatic voice. The Spirit World through Kristina’s spirit guides blend with her energy
and voice and product Healing Voices unique sounds and vibrations.
. The effects of Kristina’s singing may
persist also in the days and weeks after the sitting.
Who is Krisztina Nemeth?
Krisztina Nemeth is a professional opera singer and teacher
of classical singing. She graduated at the University of Music and
Performing Arts of Graz (A).During a remarkable career in the
opera world in December 2012 she unfolded her Mediumship as a Vocal
Medium. From then on, she has devoted herself to Healing Voice,
her mediumistic singing, Healing Voice in group, Individual sittings
and Workshops in order to share her extraordinary experience
with people all over Europe and now in the United States.
.With her mediumistic
healing voice she has sung for famous people such as Masaru
Emoto, (he wrote the forward to her book healing voice)
Angaangag, Kiara Windrider, Daniel Meurois and Maitra.
She works with various nationally and internationally recognized
Mediums and with scientist
Daniele Gullá. Krisztina has been invited to a number of
Congresses such as “The Circle of Life”, “Psicomedicina
Quantistica”,
“Lebenskraftmesse” (CH-2015) Open Spirit (CH-2015).
In 2003 she published the CD Clouds Project with Quantic
Records and in 2014 the CD “Healing Voice - Earth". Her first
book “Healing Voice - Il suono guaritore del canto
medianico” (Healing Voice – The healing sound of mediumistic
singing) published by Verdechiaro Edizioni is available from
September 2014.Se has further researched and studied
Mediumship and Trance Healing in Switzerland and at the Arthur
Findlay College in Stansted, UK.

